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ABSTRACT 
 
Nuclear power systems turned to space electric propulsion differs strongly from usual ground-based power 
systems regarding the importance of overall size and weight.  For propulsion power systems, weight and 
efficiency are essential drivers that should be managed during conception phase. Considering that, this paper 
aims the development of a thermal model of a closed Brayton cycle that applies the thermal conductance of heat 
exchangers in order to predict the energy conversion performance. The centrifugal-flow turbine and compressor 
characterization were achieved using algebraic equations from literature data. The binary mixture of He-Xe with 
molecular weight of 40 g/mole is applied and the impact of heat exchanger optimization in thermodynamic 
irreversibilities is evaluated in this paper. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
When compared to ground-based power systems, space power systems present a set of novel 
aspects, such as low power level, lightweight and a radiant heat rejection from the energy 
conversion scheme. For propulsion purposes, lighter power systems for the same power 
output promote more available mass for the payload. Furthermore, the high cost involved in 
sending the power systems into the space by current launch technologies makes its mass and 
size critical factors that can constrain the feasibility of nuclear power systems for space 
propulsion [1]. Therefore, special attention should be focused on these aspects, since they 
perform high influence on the viability of use of such power systems. 
 
It is known that the Closed Brayton Cycle (CBC) is one of the most promising energy 
conversion technologies for space power systems, since it results in high energy efficiencies 
and high power output to radiator area ratio [2]. Additionally, CBC technology combines 
high energy conversion efficiency with high power output to system mass [3]. Based on these 
characteristics, energy conversion via CBC has been glimpsed as a strategic technology for 
space exploration and several studies of conceptual designs of CBC for different electrical 
power were developed [4-8]. 
 
The proposed CBC is described schematically in Figure 1. The generated heat of the fission 
power system is considered as the heat source of the CBC.  The outer space is the heat sink 
and a large radiator panel is used to remove the heat from the CBC by thermal radiation. The 
heat radiator panel plays an important role in the power system size, being the largest 
component. The gas turbine and compressor operate at very high speeds and are attached to 
the electrical generator on a single shaft. Thus, the turbine work is used to drive the 
compressor and the excess is available as electrical power output, via the alternator. Part of  
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Figure 1: Proposed space power system. 
 
the turbine outlet energy is saved in an internal recuperator by transferring it to the fluid 
leaving the compressor. The electric power control and protection of the Brayton rotating unit 
under abrupt changes in the load demand can be performed via a by-pass valve that 
physically connects the lines of the compressor outlet and turbine inlet.  Additionally, the 
high speed involved in this type of rotating units requires the use of a frequency converter 
between the electrical generator and the grid. 
 
For ground-based power plants, gas Helium (He) has been selected as working fluid mainly 
because of its thermo-physical properties and chemical inertness. However, the mixture of He 
with other noble gases as Xenon (Xe) and Krypton (Kr) produces transport properties that are 
superior to those of the pure gases with similar molecular weights [9]. Although He has the 
highest thermal conductivity and the lowest dynamic viscosity of all noble gases, its high 
turbomachinery loading, and consequently, large size makes pure He nearly impracticable as 
a working fluid for space power systems. As an example, a He-Xe mixture with molecular 
weight of 40 g/mole has only 10% of turbomachinery loading and the same heat transfer 
coefficient, when compared with He [10] (i.e., decreases its size with the same thermal 
performance). Considering all these aspects, He-Xe mixture is the chosen fluid for this study. 
 
In recent years, much attention has been given to the development of nuclear space power 
plants.  In cases where CBC is considered as the energy conversion method, the performance 
modelling is commonly based on simplified thermodynamic models where the inlet pressure 
and temperature of the turbine and compressor were used as input [11-13]. 
 
The thermal-hydraulic management of the space reactor core considered in this study is 
provided by several heat pipes placed inside the core, where these heat pipes are surrounded 
by packed spheres of uranium nitride (UN) immersed in liquid lead [14].  Figure 2 presents 
just a portion of a conceptual design of the reactor core where the reactivity control and final 
assembly is not shown for the sake of simplicity. For very high temperature reactors, heat 
pipes use sodium as working fluid due to its physical characteristics, since liquid metals 
present low moderating capabilities and high thermal diffusivities (i.e. low specific heat and 
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high thermal conductivity). The heat pipes connect the space reactor core to the hot heat 
exchanger, transferring the heat from the reactor core to the CBC with minimum temperature 
difference. By the same token, heat pipes are applied to transfer the heat from the cold heat 
exchanger to the radiator panel. Thus, heat pipes are used as intermediate heat exchangers in 
order to couple thermally the heat source (reactor core) and the heat sink (space) to the CBC. 
Figure 3 presents the temperature-entropy diagram of a real CBC applied to space power 
systems, indicating the same points seen in Figure 1 and with all work and heat transfer rates 
involved.  For the sake of clarity, heat transfer along connecting lines was not included. 
 
It is known from the CBC thermodynamic theory that lower temperature difference 
encountered at the gas cooler increases the cycle efficiency, as it approaches the system 
conditions found in the ideal Carnot cycle. Nevertheless, decreasing cold heat exchangers at 
the expensive of its heat transfer area may turn CBC technology impracticable for space 
propulsion. For unmanned space applications, heat exchangers present the largest fraction of 
the total system mass (29.3%) [1]. Thus, a size optimization of both heat exchangers is vital 
for the design of an efficient and achievable CBC for space exploration purposes. 
  
The purpose of this work is to present a design-based steady state model of a CBC applied for 
nuclear space reactors. A sensitivity analysis of the sizing of heat exchangers on the final 
efficiency will be discussed in detail. Furthermore, an optimization approach is suggested in 
this paper, allowing the match between nuclear power system size and energy conversion 
efficiency. 

 

 
Figure 2: Radial cross-sectional view of heat pipes disposal inside the nuclear reactor 

core. 
 

 

 
Figure 3: Temperature-Entropy diagram of the Closed Regenerative Brayton Cycle. 
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2. MODEL DESCRIPTION 
 
2.1. Cycle Components 
 
As described, heat pipes are the components responsible for the heat transport from the 
reactor core to the hot heat exchanger and from the cold heat exchanger to the radiator panel.  
Considering these components as heat exchangers with constant thermal conductance and no 
heat transfer limits, the temperature drop along each heat pipe is proportional to the heat 
transfer rate and determined as  
 

��� = ����,�(
� − 
��,�) (1) 
 

�� = ����,(
��, − 
) (2) 
 
 
where ����,� and ����, are the thermal conductance of the hot leg and cold leg heat pipes, 
respectively. The reactor core thermal power ��� and temperature 
� are input with fixed 
values, independent of ����,�. The hot and cold heat exchangers are defined based on 
effectiveness-NTU method [15]. Thus,  
      

��� = �� 	��	�
��,� −	
�,�� �1 − �
����� �,�� (3) 

 

�� = �� 	��	�
�, −	
��,� �1 − �
����� �,�� (4) 

 
where ��  is the gas mass flow rate and ��� and �� are the overall thermal conductance of 
hot and cold heat exchangers, whereas the specific heat ��,� and ��, were obtained based on 
temperatures 
�,� and 
�,, respectively. The energy balance from the CBC working fluid side 
is also applied for both heat exchangers as follows  
 

��� = �� 	�ℎ�,� −	ℎ�,�� (5) 
 

�� = �� 	�ℎ�, −	ℎ�,!� (6) 
 
where ℎ�,�  and ℎ�,!��are enthalpies at the turbine and compressor inlet, respectively. The 
gas enthalpy at the cold heat exchanger inlet ℎ�, and at the compressor outlet ℎ!,!	are 
obtained consecutively according to the recuperator effectiveness "# and its energy balance. 
Hence,   
 

"# = ℎ!,� − ℎ�,	ℎ!,� − ℎ!,! (7) 

 

ℎ�,� − ℎ!,! =	ℎ!,� − ℎ�, (8) 
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The turbine and compressor present in the CBC can be defined as polytropic processes with 
expansion and compressor efficiencies (i.e  $�  and $!) as follows  
    
�,� 
!,� = %&'()*+,()* -.)*	 (9) 

          
!,!
�,! = %&'(�/+,(�/ - ,.�/ (10) 

 
where the terms 0�  and 0! are the specific heat ratios of the working fluid calculated 
according to 
�,� and 
�,!, respectively. The cycle pressure ratio %&, as well as the 
turbomachinery shaft speed ratio 1&, are obtained via algebraic equations representing the 
performance map of the turbine and compressor [16]. Fourth-order polynomial regressions 
with cross-terms were performed based on the turbomachinery available data [17], for a He-
Xe mixture of 40 g/mole. Thus, 
 �� = �� + 3� . %& + 5� . %&6 +7� . %&8 + 9� . 1& + :� . 1&6 + ;� . 1&8+ <� . %&. 1& + =� . %&6. 1& +	>� . %&. 1&6 + ?� . %&6. 1&6 (11) 
 �� = �! + 3!. %& + 5!. %&6 + 7! . %&8 + 9! . 1& + :! . 1&6 + ;! . 1&8+ <! . %&. 1& + =! . %&6. 1& +	>! . %&. 1&6 + ?! . %&6. 1&6 (12) 

 
Likewise, the efficiencies $�  and $! are also calculated algebraically dependent of mass 
flow rate and speed ratio as 
 $� = @� +A� . 1& + B� . 1&6 + C� . 1&8 + %� . �� + �� . �� 6 + &� . �� 8+ 1� . 1&.�� + 
� . 1&6. �� + 	�� . 1&.�� 6 + D� . 1&6. �� 6 (13) 

 $! = @! +A! . 1& + B! . 1&6 + C! . 1&8 + %! . �� + �!.�� 6 + &! . �� 8+ 1! . 1&.�� + 
! . 1&6.�� + 	�! . 1&.�� 6 + D!. 1&6. �� 6 (14) 
 
A coefficient of determination of no less than 98.8% was achieved for all four algebraic 
equations. Applying these representative equations for an arbitrary mass flow rate, a single 
value of  %& and 1& is achieved via Newton-Raphson method. The work resulted from the 
expansion and compression processes are obtained from the energy balance. Therefore, 
 

E� � = �� �ℎ�,� − ℎ!,� � (15) 
 

E�! = �� �ℎ!,! − ℎ�,!� (16) 
 
The radiative heat transfer charged to extract the wasted heat from the cold heat pipe is 
represented as a fin-tube geometry as follows 
 

�� = 	FG�#$H�
I − 
J�I � (17) 
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where F is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, G is the radiator emissivity, $H is the fin efficiency 
and �# is the area of radiating surface. The heat sink is represented by the outer space and 
presents a fixed temperature 
J�. The CBC mass flow rate is found iteratively through 
Newton-Raphson method, where the final solution is achieved when heat transfer rate �� is 
obtained from eq. (2) and (17). The arbitrated mass flow rate used to obtain $�  and $! is 
considered correct when �� calculated via the cycle energy balance described in Figure 2 
matches the value of �� found from eq. (17). Furthermore, the space power system efficiency 
is calculated as 

$JKJ =	E�JKJ���  (18) 

 

 E�JKJ = �E� � −E�!�$L (19) 
 
where $L represents the alternator efficiency. The entropy generation rate of the CBC is 
represented as a simple heat-engine operation in contact with two reservoirs [18].  
Consequently, the entropy generation rate is interpreted as  
 

1�JKJ = ��
J� −
���	
�  (20) 

 
2.2. Fluid Thermodynamic Properties 
 
Thermodynamic properties of He and Xe were obtained according to NASA library applied 
for ideal gases [19]. Gases He and Xe under high temperatures (≥ 400 K) and low pressures 
(≤ 2 MPa) present an ideal gas behavior and the effect of pressure on their compressibility 
factor, specific heats and transport properties can be neglected [10]. The molecular weight of 
40 g/mole corresponds to a molar fraction of approximately 72% and 28% of Helium and 
Xenon, respectively. Each species was calculated independently, as a function of temperature 
whereas the He-Xe thermodynamic properties were evaluated within an ideal gas mixture 
approach.  
 
2.3. Hypotheses and Settings 
 
The model was implemented in the software Engineering Equation Solver – EES [20] to 
solve the equation set. A thermal power ��� of 160 kW and a surface temperature 
� of 1150 
K were considered for the nuclear reactor core, whereas the temperature 
J� of 200 K is 
applied for the outer space. The recuperator effectiveness "#	was arbitrated in 0.95, typical 
value for this type of equipment, whereas the alternator efficiency $L	 is set in 0.9. It is 
known that the recuperator mass will weakly vary for different conditions, in order to keep a 
constant effectiveness. Nevertheless, this effect has been chosen not to be included in this 
analysis.     
 
In this model, it was assumed that no temperature drop occurs between the heat pipe and the 
fin root and along the fin set.  Hence, a fin efficiency $H of 1.0 was applied, providing a 
minimum radiator area �#, which is the ideal case for propulsion purposes.  A typical radiator 
coating is considered, with a high emittance characteristic. Coatings with emissivity G around 
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0.9 are usually found for this application [21] and as reference, this same value is employed 
for this study.  
 
As a reference case, it has been arbitrated for heat pipe thermal conductance a value that 
represents a temperature drop of 50 K along heat pipes from the hot leg.  Similarly, a 50 K 
temperature difference was applied between heat exchangers outlet and heat pipes as a 
manner to obtain heat exchangers thermal conductance.  As a result of these assumptions, 
thermal conductances of ����,� , ����, , ��� and ��were found. Furthermore, a radiator 
area �# was chosen in order to satisfy the criteria of 0.3 for the power system efficiency $JKJ, 
yielding a total area of 122.4 m2. Based on these conditions described so far, the reference 
case was calculated and its inputs and outputs can be seen in tables 1 and 2, respectively. 
 
In this study, it is considered the same type of heat exchanger for both legs and, also, the 
hypothesis of equal and constant heat transfer coefficient for the heat exchangers is applied.  
Additionally, it is assumed that the thermal conductances ��� and �� are functions of heat 
transfer available area and consequently, heat exchanger volume and mass. Therefore, 
changes on the heat exchanger thermal conductance can be inferred as changes on the heat 
exchanger mass.  
 

Table 1: Inputs from the reference case. 
 

��� 160 kW 

� 1150 K 
J� 200 K 
"# 0.95 
G 0.9 $H 1.0 
$L 0.9 ����,� 3140 W/K 

����, 3140 W/K 
��� 1430 W/K �� 1139 W/K 
�# 122.4 m2 

 
Table 2: Outputs from the reference case. 

 
�� 106658 W 

E� �  141972 W 
E�! 88631 W 

�,�  1049.0 K 

!,�  906.0 K 

�, 561.0 K 

�,! 453.6 K 

!,! 542.9 K 

�,� 887.9 K 

 369.7 K 
��,� 1100.0 K 
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��, 403.6 K 
%& 1.471 
��  1.91 kg/s $�  0.94 $! 0.86 
E�JKJ 48007 W 

$JKJ 0.3 

1�JKJ 394.16 W/K 

 
3. RESULTS 

 
A sensitivity analysis was performed, where the power system efficiency is evaluated under 
different components parameters. Figure 4 presents the influence of the hot heat exchanger 
thermal conductance ���	on the system efficiency $JKJ. As can be seen, the increase of 
thermal conductance provides an increase of the power system efficiency. Moreover, the 
system efficiency increases asymptotically, reaching a maximum value of 0.32 for the 
thermal conductance range. According to Figure 4, the design of a hot heat exchanger with ��� higher than 1500 W/K will not bring worthy results, since a slightly increase of 
efficiency comes at the expense of strong size and mass changes.  
 

 
 

Figure 4: Power system efficiency as function of hot heat exchanger thermal 
conductance. 

 
Figure 5 shows the influence of the cold heat exchanger thermal conductance �� on the 
system efficiency. Likewise the ���, the increase of �� resulted in an increase of $JKJ. 
Furthermore, a compromise between cold heat exchanger mass and efficiency should also be 
achieved in a power system conception phase, since higher values of �� resulted in a 
negligible $JKJ increase. Comparing Figures 4 and 5, it can be seen that higher efficiencies 
$JKJ are achievable when the cold heat exchanger is favored with thermal conductance (and 
consequently mass) increase. For the evaluated range, changes in the ��� resulted in a 
maximum $JKJ of around 0.325, whereas a maximum $JKJ of 0.35 is obtained varying ��. 
 
The entropy generation rate of the nuclear power system 1�JKJ as function of heat exchanger 
thermal conductances ��� and �� are shown in Figure 6 and 7, respectively. As expected, 
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irreversibilities generated through the CBC are minimized with the increase of heat 
exchanger thermal conductances. These results are in accordance with the behavior of  $JKJ 
as function of ��� and �� found in Figures 4 and 5. Additionally, it can be concluded that 
an evaluation based on the second law of thermodynamics is not sufficient for a proper 
design of power systems turned to propulsion purposes, since it does not take into account the 
final mass of the system. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Power system efficiency as function of cold heat exchanger thermal 
conductance. 

 

 
 

Figure 6: System entropy generation rate as function of hot heat exchanger thermal 
conductance. 

 
Figure 8 presents the influence of the hot heat exchanger thermal conductance ��� on the 
power system efficiency $JKJ for different sum values of heat exchangers thermal 
conductance ���!�LO (i.e hot and cold heat exchangers combined). The sum of hot and cold 
thermal conductance ranged from 2000 to 3500 W/K. As shown in Figure 8, there is a 
maximum system efficiency for each ���!�LO. Hence, there is a maximum efficiency $JKJ 
achievable for a specific total heat exchanger size and mass. Also, according to Figure 8, the 
maximum efficiency increases with the increasing total heat exchangers mass. Thus, 
conciliation between total heat exchanger mass and desired system efficiency should be 
performed during the design phase.  
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Figure 7: System entropy generation rate as function of cold heat exchanger thermal 

conductance. 
 

 
 

Figure 8: Power system efficiency for different heat exchangers total thermal 
conductance. 

 
Similarly, the heat exchanger optimization can also be interpreted as the minimization of the 
entropy generation rate, as shown in Figure 9. As presented in the results, there is a minimum 
entropy generation rate for a specific total heat exchanger mass. Similarly to Figure 8, the 
minimum entropy generation rate decreases with the increasing total heat exchangers mass. 
As expected, for each specific ���!�LO, the optimum heat exchanger thermal conductance ��� resulted in the highest system efficiency $JKJ and the lowest entropy generation rate 
1�JKJ. 
 
As important as the total heat exchanger mass is the proportion for each heat exchanger and 
this characteristic should also be considered in order to achieve the optimized efficiency. 
Therefore, it can be said that a distribution of the heat exchangers mass should be performed 
in order to accomplish the optimized CBC power system.  
 
The peak values of power system efficiency seen in Figure 8 were plotted as a function of the 
total heat exchangers thermal conductance in Figure 10. It can be noticed that possible power 
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systems sizing are positioned below the optimized curve, whereas any point above the 
optimized curve is not feasible according to the applied size restrictions.  Therefore, a space 
power system should be designed as a manner to place its representative point as close as 
possible to the optimization boundary.  
 
The reference case considered in this study is shown in Figure 10 and as expected, there is 
opportunity for a proper optimization. As can be seen, a size optimization can be performed 
by changing the heat exchangers thermal conductance in order to achieve lower mass for the 
same power system efficiency. Likewise, heat exchanger thermal conductance can also be 
changed for efficiency optimization, where the best efficiency is obtained for a constant 
power system mass.  

 

 
 

Figure 9: System entropy generation rate for different heat exchangers total thermal 
conductance. 

 

 
 

Figure 10: Power system optimization map. 
 
 

5. COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
A computational model was developed for the thermal prediction of a Closed Brayton Cycle 
applied for space needs. The model considers global parameters for each component and is 
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used during the project conception phase, since mass and size are key drivers that allow the 
use of nuclear energy for aerospace propulsion. A mixture of Helium/Xenon with molecular 
weight of 40g/mole was applied during this study, using the classic ideal-gas thermodynamic 
behavior. The turbine and compressor were characterized by algebraic equations obtained 
from the literature [17].  
 
It was concluded that higher heat exchangers thermal conductance (and consequently, mass) 
improves the final CBC efficiency. However, a proper matching between cold heat exchanger 
mass and efficiency should be considered, since the efficiency rate declines for high thermal 
conductance.  
 
Moreover, it has been concluded that for each total heat exchangers mass (represented by the 
total thermal conductance), there is a maximum system efficiency and a minimum entropy 
generation rate. Thus, an efficiency optimization can be performed, changing each heat 
exchanger proportion on the final volume in order to accomplish the optimized efficiency. By 
the same token, the size optimization consists in achieving the lowest total heat exchanger 
volume, while keeping the same system efficiency, by redistributing heat exchangers volume. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
 �⋯D = Coefficients ��  = Heat transfer rate, W � = Area, m2 1& = Speed ratio �� = Specific heat, J/kg K 1� = Entropy generation rate, W/K 
ℎ = Enthalpy, J/kg 
 = Temperature, K ��  = Mass flow rate, kg/s �� = Thermal conductance, W/K %& = Pressure ratio E�  = Work, W 
 
Greek Symbols 
 " = Recuperator effectiveness $ = Efficiency G = Emissivity F = Stefan-Boltzmann constant 
0 = Gas specific heat ratio, ��/�R    
 
Subscript 
 S = Alternator T = Inlet � = Cold heat exchanger U = Radiator �V = Compressor WX = Space Y = Fin WZW = System ℎ = Hot heat exchanger V = Outlet ℎX = Heat pipe [\  Turbine 
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